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Goa Based La Casa Siolim Uses PAX and Reaps Many Benefits
About La Casa Siolim
Located in Siolim, North Goa, La Casa Siolim is a value for money
boutique resort with 25 elegant rooms. This beautiful property with
an attractive Portuguese façade offers comfortable accommodation
with modest homely services.
To grow room occupancy and simplify their hotel operations, La Casa
Siolim decided to adopt hotel management software and its search
ended with PAX, the newest software offering by IDS Next. The
property has been using PAX for the last six months.

About PAX
PAX is compact yet powerful and economically priced software
designed for the needs of small and budget hotels, villas, gated
communities, service apartments, limited service properties and
“Though we are a five year old
property, we decided to adopt
hotel management software just
six months ago, and our first
and only choice was PAX as it
comes from IDS Next. We did
not even consider any other

others.
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software for our property”
Mr. Avinder Sunny Chopra
Director, La Casa Siolim
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Optional Interfaces
Tally Accounting
System

Door Lock

EPABX

Credit Card (Plutus)

Document Scanner

Web Camera

The software is made powerful by a host of reports that can help the management of the hotel
monitor operations from near and afar.

Benefits of PAX to La Casa Siolim
PAX is convenient and self-installable hotel management software and also capable of introducing
efficiency in small and budget hotel operations. The software is user-friendly and the staffs of La
Casa Siolim find it extremely easy to work on. This means, La Casa Siolim did not have to invest time
and revenue on employee training. PAX is also low on hardware and keeps this recurring cost at a
minimum.
Key features and business Benefits of PAX:


Light and easy to install – makes sure that the hotel goes live quickly



Simple wizard-based set-up – helps in deploying the product faster



Automated patch management – lets the user know when there is an application update
available and It keeps the product up-to-date



Automated e-mail alerts – on hotels current position to the management



Define different rates in advance, access multiple rates for corporate /seasonal /Travel
agents rates. Avoid last minute confusion on tariff offered to guest



Audit trail for all transactions which makes it easy to monitor your hotels financials



Fully automatic night audit and roll over process. No need of manual intervention



Ensure increased room sales with connectivity to traditional & non-traditional online travel
agents like Yatra, TravelGuru, Airtel, Just Dial & more to come
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How PAX Benefits La Casa Siolim
“This is the first time we are using a hotel management software at our property and we all are
impressed with its usefulness. All vital information pertaining to our hotel’s operation is available at
our finger tips. Time consuming activities like tracking of bills, accounts, data compilation and analysis
have been streamlined minus error,” said Mr. Avinder Sunny Chopra, Director at La Casa Siolim. The
most important benefit for La Casa Siolim is that the management is now able to analyze a host of
data and effortlessly comes up with strategic decisions.

“Earlier, we used to operate manually and used to give hand-written bills to our customers which did
not look professional. But now customers like it when we give them printed bills. They can clearly
understand the bill break-up that includes tax and all. Additionally, we are able spend more time with
our guests as PAX automates the entire operations with ease and frees our staff from unproductive
data entry ”
Mr. Avinder Sunny Chopra
Director, La Casa Siolim

………………………………….....…………………………………………..…
About IDS NEXT
IDS NEXT, is a global leader in providing ERP and total technology solutions for the Hospitality and Leisure industries.
With a track record that spans 27 years, we has earned the trust of over 3500 customers globally, and have with a
strong presence in 40 countries across South Asia, Middle East, Asia Pacific and Africa. IDS NEXT’s clients include
Ramada Hotels, ETA Star, Ramee, Sterling, Choice Hotels International, Swissôtel, Aitkens Spence, John Keells Group,
Sarovar Hotels & Resorts, ITC Fortune Group, Royal Orchid Hotels, Pride Hotels, and many more.
Our portfolio of capabilities include software development andmobility solutions. We also offer a range of next
generation software products that address every segment of the hospitality industry, including independent hotels,
chain hotels, business hotels, resorts, clubs, service apartments, limited service hotels and restaurants.
For more about us visit http://www.idsnext.com/
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